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A Little Bit of History 

 The origin of insurance is probably going way back to the Phoenicians. At that time the 

ship/boat owners & merchants decided to share the risk of losing their shipments due 

to weather conditions ….and pirates! 

 Around 2700 B.C. the builders of the great pyramids constituted a loss fund to pay for 

funeral expenses of their stone workers. It was considered an incentive. 

 The first mortality table was promulgated in Rome in 220 A.D. 

 During the aftermath of the big fire in London in 1666 (13,200 buildings were 

destroyed within 7 days) the first idea of an “insurance company” was discussed and 

gave birth to what we know today as the Lloyd’s of London. 
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Definitions 

 Insurance vs. Risk Management  

– “Insurance is the mechanism for contractually shifting burdens of a number of Pure Risks by 

pooling them. 

– “A Pure Risk is a situation involving a chance of a loss or no loss, but no chance of gain.” 

– “Risk Management is the procedure to minimize the adverse effect of a potential financial loss 

by (1) identifying potential sources of loss; (2) measuring the financial consequences of a loss 

occurring; and (3) using controls to minimize actual losses or their financial consequences.” 

(Source: Dictionary of Insurance terms – BARRON’S)  
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Pure Risks and Insurance Products 
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Insurance Funding Options 
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Risk Management Services 
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Various Types Of Contracts 

 Loan. 

 Lease. 

 Vendors: 

– Maintenance. 

– Service. 

– Products. 

– Outsourcing. 

 Development/Construction Contract. 

 Purchase/Sale Agreement. 

 Special Events. 

 Staffing Contracts Including Independent Contractors. 
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Specific Contract Requirements 

 Indemnification & Hold Harmless. 

 Waiver of Subrogation. 

 Insurance Requirements. 
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Indemnification & Hold Harmless 

 Specify the types of losses or liability the indemnification agreement covers. 

 Clauses often transfer more risks than are insured by liability policies. 

 Indemnification/hold harmless agreement – absolves (holds harmless) the recipient 

party of any negligence for which he/she might otherwise be responsible and provides 

the terms or reimbursement for any financial loss incurred by the recipient party. 

 Two types of indemnification: 

– Those that indemnify against loss or damage. 

– Those that indemnify against liability. 

 Scope of indemnification: 

– Broad. 

– Intermediate. 

– Limited. 
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Sample Indemnification/Hold Harmless Agreement 

“__________ agrees to indemnify and hold harmless __________  and its directors, 

officers, employees, and insurers against any and all losses, damages, costs, 

claims, lawsuits, judgments, settlements, and expenses including without limitation 

attorneys’ fees and court costs due to any breach of contract.  __________ agrees 

to defend, indemnify, protect and save harmless __________ from any and against 

any and all losses, damages, costs, claims, lawsuits, whether groundless or not, 

judgments, settlements and expenses including without limitation, attorneys’ fees 

and court costs, arising or alleging to have arisen out of injury to any persons or 

animals, death, or damage to any property, whether owned, leased or used by the 

__________, its agents, or employees in connection with the work herein 

contemplated; provided, however, this provision shall not be construed so as to 

have the effect of indemnifying and holding harmless __________ from and against 

such losses, damages, costs, claims, lawsuits, judgments, settlements, and 

expenses which shall arise solely out of the acts or omissions of the __________ in 

connection with the work herein contemplated.” 
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Waiver of Subrogation 

 Agreement between parties that one or the other or both will not pursue any 

subrogation rights. 

 Mutual or unilateral. 

 Carrier’s approval for certain coverage is required. 

 Additional insured status and subrogation waivers interact with varying results under 

different insurance policies. 
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Sample Waiver of Subrogation 

“To the extent permitted by law, ABC COMPANY hereby releases JKL 

INCORPORATED, its elected and appointed officials, employees, and 

volunteers and others working on behalf of JKL INCORPORATED from 

any and all liability or responsibility to ABC COMPANY or anyone claiming 

through or under ABC COMPANY by way of subrogation or otherwise, for 

any loss or damage to property caused by fire or any other casualty, even 

if such fire or other casualty shall have been caused by the fault or 

negligence of JKL INCORPORATED, its elected or appointed officials, 

employees or volunteers, or others working on behalf of JKL 

INCORPORATED.  This provision shall be applicable and in full force and 

effect only with respect to loss or damage occurring during the term of this 

agreement, and ABC COMPANY’S policies of insurance shall contain a 

clause or endorsement to the effective that such release shall not 

adversely affect or impair such policies of prejudice the right of ABC 

COMPANY to recover thereunder.” 
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Common Insurance Requirements 

 Contract will typically indicate at the least: 

– Coverages. 

– Terms. 

– Conditions. 

 Carrier’s rating. 

 The acceptable evidence of insurance or certificate that is required. 

 The insurable interests that need to be included. 

 Examples to follow: 

– Sample loan requirements. 

– Sample lease requirements. 

– Sample contractor services requirements. 

– Sample product vendor contract. 

– Sample IT/software consulting/licensing agreement. 
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Sample Loan Requirements 
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Sample Lease Requirements  
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Sample Contractor Services Requirements 
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Sample Products Vendor Contract 
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Sample IT/Software Consulting/Licensing Agreement 
INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 

 

For at least the term of the Agreement or as more specifically described below, __________________ and its subcontractors shall maintain the following 

insurance with an insurer that holds an AM Best rating of minimum A-VII: 

(a) Fidelity bond coverage in the amount of at least US$5,000,000, with a responsible surety company with respect to all of _____________’s employees as 

may be necessary to protect against losses, including, without limitation, those arising from theft, embezzlement, fraud, or misplacement of funds, money, or 

documents. Coverage must extend to any losses incurred by _______________ due to theft, embezzlement, or fraud by _________________ or its 

employees. __________________ further agrees to notify _______________ in writing within five (5) days of filing a claim under such coverage and to assign 

to _______________ the proceeds of such coverage allocable to losses suffered with respect to the property of ______________. 

(b) Professional Indemnity insurance coverage in the amount of at least US$10,000,000 covering _________________ and its employees. If insurance is on 

claims made basis, coverage must be in place for a minimum of one year beyond the termination of this contract. 

(c) All Risks Property insurance with limits of not less than US$5,000,000 per occurrence covering property of the ______________ used to provide its 

services and any property of ______________ in _____________________’s care, custody and control at replacement value.  

(d) Minimum Limits in connection with the performance of this Agreement: 

• Automobile Liability US $1,000,000 Per occurrence 

• Workers Compensation - Statutory limits 

• Employer’s Liability 

US $1,000,000 Disease Each Employee 

US $1,000,000 Each Accident 

US $1,000,000 Disease Policy Limit 

Commercial General Liability 

US $1,000,000 Per Occurrence 

US $2,000,000 General Aggregate 

US $2,000,000 Products/Completed Operations Aggregate 

Umbrella/Excess Liability 

US $10,000,000 Per Occurrence 

US $10,000,000 Aggregate 

Other Requirements: 

Within 10 days of execution of this Agreement, ______________ shall furnish certificates of insurance evidencing the policies described above, satisfactory to 

_____________ as to contents and carriers. _________________ shall cause its insurers to waive their rights of subrogation against ______________. In 

countries where permitted, a certificate of insurance for the general liability, automobile liability and umbrella/excess coverages shall be issued by 

________________ containing the following language:  

“________________ and its affiliated entities including but not limited to officers, partners, directors, employees, and agents are named as additional insureds. 

Such coverages shall apply on a primary and non-contributory basis”. 

______________ will cause its insurers to provide ______________ with at least 30 days prior written notice of cancellation to the policies listed above. 
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Importers/Distributors/Manufacturers - 

The “Products Liability” question 

 Similar to any other contract, an insurance policy includes specific conditions, 

limitations, and exclusions. 

 For the purposes of this meeting we will consider the following: 

– Coverage Territory definition. 

– Coverage period/timeframe. 

– Coverage limits. 
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Coverage Territory Definition 

 USA & Canada are the two only countries excluded from most of foreign insurance policies. Therefore if a 

foreign company is actually planning to distribute products in USA/Canada markets, they will have to deal 

with the issue. 

 CASE #1: Foreign entities doing business in USA/CANADA markets without formal subsidiaries: 

– They have no rights to purchase an American/Canadian insurance policy. 

– They can only modify/amend/endorse the coverage Territory definition of their insurance policy wherever it is in force. 

– It usually generate two sets of premium rates – one for USA/CANADA annual revenues and one for the rest of the 

world. 

– It usually also generate two sets of policy coverage limits and/or retention. 

 CASE #2: Foreign entities doing business in USA/CANADA markets with local formal subsidiaries: 

– They actually quickly have the obligation to purchase local admitted insurance in the USA/CANADA because: 

• They may fall under a policy limitation/exclusion under their foreign insurance policy (…”unless you have a permanent 

location”…”unless it is for more than 90 days”..). 

• They need to comply with local contracts (leases, ordinances, other business contracts…). 

• It participates to the idea of shielding the assets/goodwill of the Holding Parent. 

– The ease of purchasing insurance in the USA/CANADA will be dictated by the nature of their operations in these 

countries: 

– Manufacturer’s representative. 

– Distributor. 

– Manufacturer/Assembler. 

– Installation & turn-key operations. 

– Maintenance & training. 
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Coverage Period/Timeframe 

 Standard USA/CANADA insurance policies are written for a one-year period. They are usually not automatically renewed. 

However the insurer has an obligation to send a notice at least 30/60 days in advance in case of non-renewal, change of 

terms & conditions, premium increase by more than 30%. 

 The actual premium is usually based on Sales and auditable. The deposit premium is calculated on an estimated figure for 

annual sales and revised at the end of the insurance period based on actual sales figures. 

 Coverage can be provided on an “Occurrence” policy form or a “Claims-Made” policy form. 

 OCCURRENCE 

– The coverage needs to be in effect at the time the incident “occurs”.  If your insurance policy goes from January 1st 2010 to 

December 31st 2010 with insurer ABC, and then you moved the coverage to insurer XYZ as of January 1st 2011, you will report 

a claim to the appropriate carrier based on the date it actually occurred. 

– Sometimes the consequence of a faulty product can only be discovered after months or even years. 

– This policy will remain valid as long as the insurance company is still around to pay claims and as long as the incident that 

triggers coverage can be traced back to the period of insurance. 

– It is always  more expensive, and even sometimes unavailable, depending on the possible tail of claims related to your products. 

 CLAIMS-MADE 

– The coverage needs to be in effect at the time of the discovery of a claim and at the time it is reported to the insurer – in other 

words, at the time the “claim is made”. If your insurance policy goes from January 1st 2010 to December 31st 2010 with insurer 

ABC, and then you moved the coverage to insurer XYZ as of January 1st 2011, you will report claims to XYZ during year 2011 

even if the origin of the claim can be traced back to the period of insurance with insurer ABC. 

– You have no more any insurance for the policy period if/when the policy is cancelled or non-renewed. 

– You have no insurance for claim occurring before the “retroactive date.” 

– Most policies would include an “extended reporting period” automatically and possibly options to purchase additional time. 

– Most policies from European insurers are written as “Claims-Made” policy forms. 
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Coverage Limits 

 Financial limits: 

– Per Occurrence/Per Claim limit - $1,000,000 is standard – additional limits available through 

Umbrella/Excess Liability. 

– Aggregate limit Per Policy Year/Per Project/Per Location. 

– Defense Costs – Limited to the “Per Occurrence/Per Claim” limit or unlimited. 

– Deductible/Self-Insured Retention – Including Defense Costs or not. 

– Insurer’s financial strength (A.M. Best). 

 Policy Wording limits: 

– Naming various “Additional Insureds.” 

– Accepting a contractual “Waiver of Subrogation.” 

– Accepting that your policy applies as “Primary and Non-Contributory.” 
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What Is A Products Liability Claim? 

 Bodily Injury & Property Damage: 

– The insurance company agrees to pay amounts the insured is legally obligated to pay as 

damages for bodily injury and property damage that this insurance covers. This includes all 

bodily injury and property damage that occurs away from the named insured's owned or 

rented premises that results from the named insured's product or work. It does not include 

those products still in the named insured's physical possession or work not yet completed or 

abandoned.  

– It is about bodily injury, disability, sickness or disease sustained by a person. This includes 

death resulting from bodily injury, sickness or disease whenever it occurs.  

– It is about physical injury to tangible property, including resulting loss of use of that property. 

The loss of use is treated as having occurred at the same time as the physical injury that 

caused it. It is also loss of use of tangible property not physically injured. 

 Defense Costs: 

– The insurance company also has the right and duty to defend the insured against any suit that 

seeks those damages but only suits that seek damages that this insurance covers. It can 

investigate any loss and settle any resulting claim or suit at its discretion. 
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What A Products Liability Claim Is Not? 

 It is not Product Recall. 

 It is not Professional Liability/Professional Indemnity/Errors & Omissions. 

 It is not the result of an expected or intended injury. 

 

 Definition of Wrongful Act: 

– A wrongful act refers to any negligent act, error or omission, by the insured or any entity for 

which the insured is legally liable, arising out of the performance of or failure to perform 

professional services. 
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Conclusion about Products Liability: 

 Insurance: 

– Products Liability insurance is a limited risk-transfer tool. 

 Versus Risk Management: 

– The best way to limit the impact of an incident/accident is first to prevent it. 

• Eliminate the hazard. 

• Substitute less hazardous substances or processes (Pinch points, rubber vs. latex gloves). 

• Include engineering controls (Machines safeguarding, sensors). 

• Maintain administrative controls (hold harmless, limitation of responsibility, disclaimer). 

• Supplement personal protective equipment (eye protection, hearing protection). 

• Training (labels, manuals). 

– And second to implement best practices to reduce its ultimate financial impact: 

• Claim Management (pre-accident investigation, post accident investigation). 

• Crisis Management (What to do? Who to call? Social Media). 
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Employee Benefits Services 
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Step By Step Approach 
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We welcome the opportunity to serve you as your number one choice  for integrated HR solutions 

 We recognize that there are many essential elements of human resources and human capital 

management that need ongoing, proactive attention 

 As your solutions-oriented partner, we continually keep the following goals with this in mind: 

– Blend and balance best-practice human resources solutions with innovative benefits portfolio management 

– Introduce best-of-breed, cutting edge e-technology solutions 

– Streamline workflows and offer time-saving administration solutions 

– Deliver cost controls 

 We utilize our vast internal resources to create a comprehensive and complete benefits program 

and can manage/bring outsourced solutions, through strategic vendor alliances, when appropriate 

 Utilizes a team approach to best serve the needs of our clients 

– Directed by principals of Mesirow Financial  

– Made up of experienced professionals  

– Provides personalized, dedicated, consistent service 

 We represent a wide variety of industries 

 Middle market companies (20 – 2,500 employees) are our strength 

 Deep, long-standing relationships with insurance carriers = contacts at the highest levels and 

significant negotiating leverage 

Employee Benefits Services 
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Mesirow Financial FIRSTHR 

Number One Choice for Integrated HR Solutions 
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How do YOU manage the essential aspects of human 

resources? 

Need fresh ideas for controlling health care costs? 

(Benefits Portfolio Management) 

Do you “manage” employee information in more than 

one spot or are you buried under mountains of paper? 

(e-Technology Solutions)  

Do you “manage” employee information in more than 

one spot or are you buried under mountains of paper? 

(e-Technology Solutions)  

Are you having to do more with fewer resources? 
(Administration Solutions) 

Overwhelmed by health care reform and other 
legislative requirements? 
(Compliance Solutions)                          
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Leveraging Insurance Company Relationships 

 Highest ranking status with the largest 

insurance carriers 

– BlueCross BlueShield of Illinois  

(Blue Diamond) 

– CIGNA (Platinum) 

– Humana (Leaders Club) 

– United Health Care (Platinum) 

 These designations afford our clients 

the highest level of services and the 

most senior representation available 

from these markets 
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 #1 BlueCross® BlueShield® of 

Illinois (BCBSIL) broker in total 

number of cases 

 Blue Diamond producer (currently, 

only 4 brokers hold this designation) 

 More than 575 covered employer 

groups 

 Represent more than 50,000 covered 

employees and over 115,000 covered 

members 

 Original and permanent member of 

BCBSIL Producer Advisory Council 

Mesirow Insurance Services, Inc.’s 

Book of Business with BCBSIL 
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Some of the Company We Keep 
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Speaker 

 Laurent Chevreau, ARM, CIC, CRM 

Vice President – Insurance Services Division – Large Lines 

– Laurent Chevreau is a vice president within Mesirow Financial’s Property and 

Casualty Insurance practice where he is responsible for the marketing and 

servicing of large national accounts. In addition and due to his active role as a 

Board Member of the French-American Chamber of Commerce (FACC) and 

as Conseiller du Commerce Exterieur de la France (CCEF) in Chicago, he 

has been developing his own client base, mainly among European 

manufacturers, consultants and contractors starting to do business in the 

United States. Laurent began his career in the insurance industry in 1994, 

while still residing in France. Before coming to the United States, Laurent 

gained valuable global experience at some of France's largest brokerage 

firms. Laurent holds the Associate in Risk Management (ARM), Certified 

Insurance Counselor (CIC) and Certified Risk Manager (CRM) designations. 

 

 Mesirow Financial 

– Mesirow Financial is a diversified financial services firm headquartered in 

Chicago. Founded in 1937, it is an independent, employee-owned firm with 

more than 1,200 employees in locations across globally. With expertise in 

Investment Management, Global Markets, Insurance Services and Consulting, 

Mesirow Financial strives to meet the financial needs of institutions, public 

sector entities, corporations and individuals. For more information about 

Mesirow Financial, please visit our website at mesirowfinancial.com. 
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Appendix 

- Insurance Analysis for Foreign Subsidiaries 

- Certificates of insurance & Distributors Insurance Requirements 

samples 

- Case Study: Insurance costs for your office & inventory at the ICNC’s 

Business Incubator 
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Mesirow Financial refers to Mesirow Financial Holdings, Inc. and its divisions, subsidiaries and affiliates.   The Mesirow Financial name and logo 

are registered service marks of Mesirow Financial Holdings, Inc., © 2015, Mesirow Financial Holdings, Inc. All rights reserved.  Some information 

contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is not necessarily complete and its accuracy cannot be 

guaranteed.  Any opinions expressed are subject to change without notice.  Any performance information shown represents historical market 

information only and does not infer or represent any past performance of any Mesirow Financial affiliate.  It should not be assumed that any 

historical market performance information discussed herein will equal such future performance.  It should be assumed that client returns will be 

reduced by commissions or any other such fees and other expenses that may be incurred in the management of the account.  Fees Performance 

information provided also contemplates reinvestment of dividends. Advisory Fees are described in Mesirow Financial Investment Management 

Inc.’s Part II of the Form ADV.  Mesirow Financial does not provide legal or tax advice.  Advisory services offered through Mesirow Financial 

Investment Management, Inc. an SEC-registered investment advisor, Securities offered by Mesirow Financial, Inc. member NYSE and SIPC.  

Investment Management     Global Markets     Insurance Services     Consulting 

mesirowfinancial.com 


